Abstract. The original complicated array is converted into a simple distance of neighbor sequences based on the distance variation of boost converter, the chaotic state of boost converter can be detected obviously throughout computing Euclidean distance, the application potential of this method is worthy of great attention.
Introduction
Voltage mode controlled Boost converter has been widely used in communication, military, computer, instrumentation and other fields [1] [2] . According to the working mode of inductor current in Boost converter, it can be divided into continuous inductance current mode(CCM) and discontinuous inductor current mode(DCM). Electronic engineers have been exploring effective method of the topology transformation and improving the working performance. Zhanybai studied the tours birth bifurcation in a DC/DC converter [3] . Porporato studied irreversibility and fluctuation theorem in stationary time series [4] . Xie researched bifurcation and border collision analysis of voltage-mode-controlled flyback converter based on total ampere-turns [5] . Literature [6] researched on parameter estimating of chaotic systems via symbolic time series analysis.
Recent years always use the qualitative analysis of switching converter chaos characteristics, at the same time quantitative measurement methods have been proposed, such as lyapunov, fractal dimension and entropy theory [7] [8] [9] . In the practical application, phase space reconstruction can not fully reproduce the real phase space features, the scale free zone identification is also needed to be further improved due to many influencing factors. This article putting forward a kind of chaotic analysis method based on adjacent data dependence under complex data sequence. This method convert complicated data column to simpler distance sequence by measuring the change of one dimensional data subsequence distance values of switching converter, avoids phase space non scale region select procession. It can organic combine qualitative and quantitative analysis methods, distinctly separate different chaotic states of switching converters, and this could provide an effective analysis method for switching converter analysis and design.
The Analysis Method of Data Relevance
Analysis the characteristics by calculating the numerical variation of euclidean distance of adjacent equal length subsequences in one-dimensional data sequence. For data sequence } { n x , using Eq.1 to calculate distance:
In the equation, points for further analysis. As Eq.2 and Eq.3:
，L is the length of adjacent subsequence, the change rate and change range form new sequence. The trend of the two changes can further analyze the data dynamic characteristics.
Voltage Controlled Boost Converter Discrete Modeling and Relevance Analysis
This article mainly analysis data relevance base on the switching converter modeling that proposed by TSE [10] . According to the Boost converter schematic diagram shown in Fig. 1 . Let E as input voltage, let X as desired steady-state output voltage, let D as steady-state duty cycle, let k as feedback proportional gain. The working state of the converter can be described by the following iterative mapping equation.
In the equation, n x represents the nth times capacitor voltage when the inductor current is 0, other parameters are as follows:
Figure 1. Voltage feedback boost converter schematic diagram
The parameters of the converter are shown in Fig. 2 .
Set feedback gain k as variable and take a hundred values of k from 0.0707 to 0.1400, according to Eq.4 obtained a iteration sequence that data length is 5000. Remove the first 1000 transient data of the original sequence, then according to the Eq.1 calculating the adjacent subsequence distance (the length of subsequence is 2000 ) composed adjacent subsequence distance sequence. Calculating the mean value and standard deviation of the adjacent distance sequence respectively, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . It can be concluded from the change of adjacent distance mean values: the adjacent distance value increases with the smooth curve when the switching converter appears bifurcation phenomenon. When the switch come into chaotic state, the mean value oscillation increases with k increased. As show in the standard deviation value change of adjacent distance, the standard deviation value obviously greater than 0 when switch converter come into chaotic state, and shown growth trend in the significant fluctuation. Compared with the bifurcation diagram, standard deviation value can quantify the change of chaotic characteristic clearly. For the adjacent distance mean sequence, the change rate and the change range of the adjacent points could be calculated by the Eq.2 and the Eq.3, as shown in Fig .5 and Fig .7 . Because the adjacent point change rate of the adjacent distance mean sequence is very big at Boost converter bifurcation point, and make the behind change rate close to 0, so intercept 58 values of k∈[0.1001,0.1400] and local enlarge Fig .5 ,are shown as Fig. 6 . It can be concluded from the two figures that when the switching converter come into chaos state, the change rate and the change range will appear obvious fluctuation. So the analysis method based on adjacent data relevance has the quantify ability, and more sensitive to the change of chaotic characteristics, and more clear to the identification of chaotic state self-similar structure in the switching converter. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the voltage controlled Boost converter is taken as an example, converting one-dimensional time series to distance value of an adjacent data sequence, and obtain follow conclusions by analysis data sequence relevance: The mean of the adjacent distance can clearly describe the process form doubling bifurcation period to the chaotic state, the adjacent distance standard deviation could identify and quantify the chaotic state, and multi period structure can be clearly distinguished from the chaotic state. The change rate and change range of data point in the adjacent distances mean sequence could further perfect the qualitative and quantitative analysis of switch converter. Compared to the traditional analysis method, this method have certain anti noise ability and avoid the problem of phase space reconstruction. At the same time, it can both consider the qualitative and quantitative analysis methods, identify the chaotic state more convenient.
